Overall M&A Market Commentary
Springtime is a time of rebirth. Trees, shrubs, flowers and
creatures emerge in the spring from their long winter slumber.
These things of nature all return to the world, fresh, revitalized,
vigorous and ready for a new season of growth. Just like nature,
the 2021 M&A market is emerging from the 2020 pandemic
induced slumber. The 2021 M&A market is seeing a rapid
return to the strong, 2019 sellers’ market. The successful
vaccine rollout, increasing numbers of states relaxing COVID-19
restrictions, and an improving job market with wage growth are
contributing to a surging economy and a resurgent M&A
market.

According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention
(“CDC”) as of early April, almost 20% of the U.S. population has
been fully vaccinated with another 14% receiving the first of
two doses of the vaccine. According to the CDC, the confirmed
COVID-19 cases are almost 10% of the U.S. population. A new
study at Columbia University indicates that only one in four
COVID-19 infections are confirmed, so perhaps almost 40% of
the U.S. population has had COVID-19 and has some level of
immunity. That puts the potentially protected U.S. population
(vaccinated plus previously infected) at 60-74%. This is very

close to the estimated levels needed for herd immunity. While
there are some areas of the country experiencing a resurgence
of infections, most of these infections are occurring in the
younger, lower risk population. As a result, there is a growing
positive “rebound” narrative with an increasing number of
states easing or eliminating pandemic restrictions and
reopening their economies.
The economic reopening is leading to an improving job market
and more consumer enthusiasm. The March jobs report
exceeded expectations with a reported 916,000 new jobs. “As
local economies edge back to normal, hiring is picking up-lifting
wages and hours worked-boosting the incomes of Americans.
Since consumer spending drives about 70% of GDP, more
income, coupled with historically strong household balance
sheets and savings rates, bodes well for spending (and
corporate earnings) in coming months,” stated Steve Andrews
of Webster Bank in his April 11, weekly Economic Update.

The pandemic created the circumstances that forced federal,
state and local governments to close down the economy. A
number of economists have suggested that the economic
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic was more akin to a natural
disaster than a typical cyclical downturn. Due to self-induced
nature of the downturn, the U.S. economy is rapidly improving
as vaccination rates improve and states reopen. Similarly, the
manufacturing sector is experiencing a strong recovery. The
ISM Manufacturing Index reached 64.7 in March; the highest
level recorded since the early 1980s. While supply chain issues,
such as lack of raw materials, increased cost of transportation
and labor shortages represent headwinds, there is growing
optimism across all manufacturing sectors. Similarly, the ISM
Non-Manufacturing Index reported a level of 63.7, the highest
level since the beginning of the Index in 1997. As states reopen,
demand for employees across the restaurant, hospitality and
travel sectors has led to a dramatic improvement in hiring in
the service sector. Again, like the manufacturing index, all the
service sector categories reported improvement.
Estimates of GDP growth for 2Q21 and annual 2021 are being
revised upwards as more data on the economy becomes
available. Inflation is emerging, currently running at 1.7%, but
at this time, inflation is below the Fed target rate of 2.0%.
Overall, the U.S. economy is returning to, and exceeding, the
strength we saw just prior to the pandemic. Figuratively, the
current economic performance should not be surprising. When
the government shut down the economy in early 2020, it was

like forcing an inflated basketball to the bottom of a swimming
pool. We are now seeing the economic basketball rocketing
upward.
JP Morgan’s Chairman, Jamie Dimon stated in his annual letter
to shareholders, “I have little doubt that with excess savings,
new stimulus savings, huge deficit spending, more QE
(quantitative easing), a new potential infrastructure bill, a
successful vaccine and euphoria around the end of the
pandemic, the U.S. economy will likely boom. This boom could
easily run into 2023 because all the spending could extend well
into 2023.”
Although there is a significant amount of momentum, there are
a number of concerns on the horizon. Potential increases in
corporate income tax rates and a near doubling of the capital
gains tax rate, promoted by a number of Democrats during the
election, is now on the table. While it is unlikely that significant
tax increases will occur this year, there is definitely a strong
possibility that these increases will occur in 2022. With a strong
economic tailwind and the specter of tax increases there is no
time like the present for business owners to consider their
strategic options, including a sale.
Due to the extended period that private company M&A market
data is collected, there is a one quarter lag in our information.
As a result, the market commentary reflected below considers
the data only through the end of 2020. The 1Q21 data will be
reviewed next quarter.

M&A Market Activity
M&A dollar and deal volume in 2020 show significant
improvement from the low point of the pandemic in 2Q20.
While total 2020 middle-market deal value of $170 billion was
$70 billion lower than the $240 billion in deals closed in 2019, it
is amazing how quickly the M&A market has recovered. The
demand for new M&A transactions is very strong with a scarcity
of supply being the primary issue. A strong vaccine roll-out,
improving business and consumer sentiment and the deluge of
government stimulus and spending is expected to heat up the
U.S. economy. The negative effects of borrowing trillions of
dollars for this new government spending will not be felt for a
number of years. This sets up a perfect opportunity for sellers
today.
•

$54 billion of middle-market deals recorded in 4Q20 was
up 54.3% from the value in 3Q20. Although deal value
increased this quarter, in year-over-year comparisons, total
year 2020 deal value was down 29.2% compared to 2019.

•

The number of middle-market deals closed in 4Q20
increased 25.0% compared to the number of deals closed

in 3Q20. Similar to deal value, in year-over-year
comparisons, the number of deals in 2020 was down 26.5%
from 2019's tally.

•

The average middle-market deal size of $47.2 million in
2020 was about 4.0% smaller than the average $49.0
million deal size closed in 2019.

Similar to the overall M&A market, Private Equity (“PE”) exit
activity showed a significant improving trend in 4Q20. The
number of PE exits in 4Q20 increased 48.9% from the number
of exits in 3Q20, while the capital exited increased 167.7%
during the same period.
As the effects of the pandemic on businesses became clearer,
financial buyers, including the PE firms became more active in
late 2020 on both acquisitions and divestitures. The shortage of
quality companies available for sale has caused a rapid return
to the pre-pandemic sellers’ market with higher sale valuations.
This supply shortage of deals along with higher valuations has
enticed the PE funds to sell their portfolio companies to take
advantage of the current market. Moving into 2021, there
continues to be strong demand for good quality companies that
far exceeds the current supply of such assets. We believe that
sellers with strong performing businesses will have an
opportunity in 2021 to drive better deal terms, including higher
sale valuations.

Middle Market Deal Valuations
The supply demand imbalance in the M&A market continues
and is becoming even more pronounced in 2021. M&A
valuations were trending higher pre-pandemic in 2019 and
early 2020. Back then, the large number and variety of buyers
attempting to deploy their abundant pools of capital gave rise
to a strong sellers’ market. We all know what happened next.
The pandemic paused the economy, the deal business and
many aspects of normal life. In the deal business, that pause
however was short lived. By 4Q20, we saw a rapid escalation in
new M&A pitch activity leading to new deal activity and more
deal closings. The rapid snap back of M&A valuations to prepandemic levels reflects a return to the sellers’ market.
The abundant capital available for new deals and the huge,
unprecedented amounts of post-pandemic government
stimulus have not only led to record stock market levels but a
dramatic resurgence of the M&A market as well. Until the
supply of deals increases significantly, we will likely see
valuations continue to drift higher. Sellers must be wellprepared and ready for a rigorous deal process. The time and
effort invested up front will assure that sellers receive strong
interest and attractive valuations in this escalating M&A
market.

The 4Q20 data contains a mixture of deals started both prepandemic and during the pandemic, however we believe the
skew in numbers is moving toward the pandemic recovery
period. Further, because quarterly data is more volatile than
annual data, we suggest focusing on trends rather than actual
values in the quarterly data.
•

4Q20 deal valuation multiples for the sub-$25 million
category came in at 6.0x, on par with the long-run average
for this size category. Smaller deals are easier to digest and
finance, which helps support valuations in a narrow range.

•

Larger middle-market valuations ($50 to $100 million
segment) moved higher in 4Q20 to 8.1x, slightly above the
long-run average of 7.9x for this segment. Larger deals
need debt leverage, which was scarcer during the
pandemic, but increasingly available in 4Q20, thus leading
to increased valuations this quarter.

•

Valuations in the $25 to $50 million segment also moved
higher to 6.9x, which is slightly higher than the average of
this size segment for the last few years.

Private Equity versus Strategic Valuations
Strategic buyers have been active in the M&A market during
the late stages of the pandemic. Synergistic cost savings, access
to new customers and other revenue enhancements enable
strategic buyers to pay more than the typical financial buyer. In
particular in 3Q20 and 4Q20, our data show that the strategic
community was willing to pay a significant premium for their
acquisitions.
•

Strategic buyers are usually active participants in middle-

•

Over the last five years, EBITDA multiples paid by PE buyers
have remained in a range above 7.0x.

•

The long-run valuation data suggest that strategic buyers
are paying an increasing premium when compared to PE
firms in the M&A market. Our data suggest that strategic
buyers were paying on average at least one multiple of
EBITDA more than PE funds pre-2019, but since then that
premium has nearly doubled.

•

Prairie estimates that for middle-market deals below $50

market M&A. In 4Q20, strategic buyers, on average, paid

million, valuations are generally one to two multiples of

significantly more than PEs. While quarterly data is volatile,

EBITDA lower than the levels reflected in the chart on

strategic buyers were especially aggressive in 3Q and 4Q

below.

2020 paying two multiples of EBITDA more than the PE
buyers during that period.

Middle Market Leveraged Buy Out Capitalizations
In 2020, during the pandemic, debt capital was still available
but the amount of total leverage (the combination of senior
and subordinated debt) in a typical acquisition capital structure
trended lower. More cautious lenders led to conservative
capitalizations with equity representing almost half of a typical
leveraged buyout (“LBO”) capital structure.
•

Through the end of 2019 and into early 2020 debt capital
was readily available. Commercial banks, asset-based
lenders, business development corporations (“BDCs”) and
mezzanine lenders were anxious to support acquisitions
and growth financing situations.

•

While there is liquidity for new loans, the current lending
market is still more conservative than in 2019. Deals are
seeing less financial leverage, higher debt pricing and more
lender driven terms, reflecting the perceived uncertainty in
the current business environment. Currently, just short of
50% of the typical LBO deal structure consists of equity.

•

BDCs are becoming a bigger factor in the deal market and
are being more aggressive in pursuing new lending
opportunities. The reemergence of the BDCs has started to
force more aggressive deal structures and better loan
pricing for borrowers.

Although the data does not reflect it, mezzanine funds have
increased their activity in leveraged transactions in late 2020.
This capital has a high interest rate that can stress a company’s
cash flows. Interest-only and payment-in-kind (“PIK”) structures
still dominate the markets, but in the current environment, the
use of equity co-investment structures may increase to match
mezzanine returns with the deal risk profile.

Overall Comment on the Financing Markets
The U.S. equity and debt capital markets are strong and saw a
dramatic increase in activity toward the end of 2020. According
to the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association
(“SIFMA”), approximately $2.3 trillion of corporate debt was
raised in the public debt markets during 2020, about 60%
higher than the amount of debt raised in 2019. In addition,
there was a record 480 Initial Public Offerings (“IPOs”) during
2020, up 20% from the previous record of 387 IPOs launched in
2000. Clearly the pandemic did not have an adverse impact on
the capital markets.
Bank lending also emerged in the second half of 2020 as
bankers became more comfortable with their ability to assess
the business risks of the pandemic. Although even with the
increased interest in new loan activity, acquisition capital
structures remain conservative with equity making up half of
the capital structure. The need for borrower financial flexibility
to accommodate unexpected pandemic and economic issues
has reduced the amount of leverage in new deal structures.
While lenders are still in control and demanding more lenderfriendly loan terms, more competition could change the issuerlender negotiating dynamic in 2021.

Interest rates remain very low by historical standards. The Fed
has said it will keep its policy rate near zero through 2022 and is
standing ready to intervein in the financial markets, if
necessary. The unprecedented levels of new government
spending and potential infrastructure bills have created very
rapid economic growth. This has resulted in an increase in
inflation expectations which have already moved longer-term
interest rates higher. Eventually, inflation may become an issue,
but currently with inflation at 1.7%, this is still below the Fed’s
2.0% target. Even with low base interest rates, the cost of
borrowing increased in 2020 as banks and non-bank lenders
increase their lending spreads to price in pandemic and
business-related risk. Increased competition among banks and
other lenders in early 2021 is already reversing this trend and
leading to a decrease in lending spreads.
The banking system was well-positioned going into the
pandemic. Unlike the 2008 recession, the banks were prepared
and weathered the economic shutdown very well. Overall,
equity and debt capital markets are healthy and providing
access to financing for all credit worthy issuers. While debt
capital is readily available, acquirers will have to be prepared
for a longer financing process and potentially more
conservative and expensive capital structures.

Total U.S. Middle Market Loan Issuance
•

New bank loan issuance for middle-market companies in
2020 was 37% lower than the $26.8 billion issued in 2019.
The downward trend in new commercial and industrial
(“C&I”) loan issuance already observed over the last few
years was further exacerbated by the pandemic-driven
economic slowdown. This decline in lending activity is
primarily driven by a lack of demand rather than a bank
willingness to lend. New loan volume in 1Q21 is off to a
slow start, down about 15.8% from the loan volume

recorded in 1Q20. As the U.S. economy reopens, volumes
are likely to increase.
•

At the beginning of the pandemic, the Fed pledged to take
any steps necessary to support banks and maintain
sufficient liquidity in the banking system. While banks have
abundant funds for loans, loan growth was negatively
impacted by reduced economic activity, lower M&A
transaction volume and less credit worthy borrowers.

•

Up until the pandemic, bank lenders continued to focus on
relationship banking, corporate borrowers' lines of credit
and areas where they have a competitive advantage like
operating business needs, including payroll and checking
accounts. Due to regulatory scrutiny and the pandemic,
banks are careful in making new loans and are very
selective in new leveraged transactions leaving that market
segment to the BDCs.

Interest Rate Environment
•

The Fed has pledged to continue to support the financial
markets which has keep short-term interest rates very low.
The year-over-year comparison of the short-end of the
yield curve (Prime and one-month LIBOR) is roughly 1.50
basis points lower than pre-pandemic levels.

•

The slope of the yield curve at the end of 2020 and
continuing into 1Q21, is more normal and reflects
increasing inflation expectations. The 2-year to 10-year

Treasury differential was 34 basis points at the end of 2019,
80 basis points at the end of 2020 and almost doubled to
148 as of April 14. The increasing inflation expectations are
primarily driven by the record levels of government
spending through borrowing.

•

The pandemic-related federal Paycheck Protection Program
(“PPP”) and Main Street lending programs, along with the
very low interest rate environment provide creditworthy
companies opportunities to borrow at favorable interest
rates.

Middle Market Debt Multiples
•

•

averaged about 0.8x EBITDA in the typical capital structure.

Average total debt leverage in middle-market deals

Banks and BDC lenders continue to disintermediate the

declined to 3.7x in 2020, down from the 4.0x average in

mezzanine capital. So far in 2020, even with a conservative

2019. The pandemic uncertainty led to more conservative

bank lending environment and increased mezzanine fund

lending behavior in 2020 and a reduction in the senior debt

pitching activity, mezzanine capital continues to become a

multiple to 3.1x down from 3.3x in 2019.
•

We believe mezzanine capital should play an important role
in a leveraged capital structure in the pandemic end game
environment. While mezzanine is more expensive capital

than senior debt, its return structure matches the risk
profile of companies coming out of the pandemic better
than a similar amount of equity.

Over the past five years (2015-2019), mezzanine debt

slightly smaller component of the capital structure.
•

Regulators enforce credit discipline in the banking
community. The regulators limit the amount of Highly
Leveraged Transaction (“HLT”) exposure that a bank can

hold which has resulted in conservative bank senior
leverage levels.

About Endurance Technologies, Inc.
Founded under its original name Epoxical in 1992, Endurance is a leading manufacturer of high-quality epoxy
and polyurethane resins. Today, the Company has grown to encompass several brands including Bristol Finish,
Custom Polymer Designs and MAS Epoxies. Headquartered in South St. Paul, Minnesota, they stand out amidst
other manufacturers with their adaptable in-house manufacturing and hands-on customer service and
technical support.
Endurance Technologies, Inc. was acquired by Polytek Development Corporation, a portfolio company of
Arsenal Capital Partners.
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